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PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE (INDIAN AND WESTERN) 

Full Marks: 50 Time Allotted: 2 Hours 

The tigures in the murgin indicale marks of questiv 
Catndidates should answer in their own words 
and alhee to the word limit as practicable. 

All svmbols are of usual significance. 

Answer any five questions from the following: 2x5 10 
. 

(a) What are the three kinds of actions in the context of the usage of sentences as 

mentioned by Alston? Which one of these is relevant to the meaning of a 
sentence? 

(b) What is meant by Emotive meaning? 

(c) How is the word 'see' used differently in each of the following sentences? 
(i) °I see green (ii) I see your difficulty 

(d) What is the rule of common usage? 

(e) What is word? What type of sign is word? 

() Insert quotation marks, when needed. 

Fenestra is the German word for window.
(ii) The word order has five letters. 

(1) 

(g) What is gaunivrtti? 
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(h) What, in view of Annambhatta does the word 'cow signity by its shakti:? 

(1) Why Is another definition of sakti given in Dipikä? 

) What is pada'? \What are the different types ol pada? 

() Ho many types of Vyänjanà are there" Name thcm. 

) What are the different types of Väk ya'? 

GROUP-A 

fal-7 

5x1 5 Answer any one question from the following: 

(a) Saktigrahah tu Vrddhavyava h�reFa' - Explain after Annarmbha��a. 

(b) Is sabda a separate category? Discuss after Ny�ya and Vaiae_ika view. 

(c) Is sakti a separate entity? 

3. Answer any one question from the following: 15x = 15 

(a) What is [akti? VWhat does a word signify by its [akti? Discuss following the views of Ny�ya and Mim�nms� philosophy. 
3+12 

(b) What is �k�mk_�, yogyat� and sannidhi? Why are these regarded as causes of sabdabodha? Can t�tparya be regarded as a cause of [abdabodha? 
7+4+4 

(c) What is laksan�? Explain different kinds of lak_an� Tatpary�nupapatti lak_aFabijam Explain this line in reference to the context. 

with example. 2+6+7 
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GROUP-B 

fau1- 
5x1 5 

Answer any one quuestion from the lollowing: 

(a) Explain the role of illocutionary acts in other contexts apart from the meaning of 

Words. 

(b) How do you distinguish between the ambiguity and vagueness of a word? 

(c) What is the relation between words and things denoted by the words? 

15x1 = 15 
Answer any one question from the following: 

15 (a) In accordance with Speech Act theory elaborately explain the role of illocutionary 

act in determining word-meaning. 

Speech Act eI *| ACT CFTI illocutionary act-9 UIN TbAI 

15 (b) Explain the different meaning of the term 'meaning. 

4+7+4 (c) All words have meaning but all things that have meaning are not words 
Explain with example. What is the principle of common usage of words? Does it 
admit any exception? What is the relation between a word and its meaning 
according to Hospers? 

N.B. : Students have to complete submission of their Answer Scripts through E-mail/ Whatsapp to 
their own respective colleges on the same day i date of examination within I hour after end 
of exam. University/ College authorities will not be held responsible for wrong submission 
fal in proper address). Students are strongly advised not to submit multiple copies of the 

same ans wer script. 
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